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Abstract 
Data warehouses cteated for dynamic scientific 
environments, such as genetics, face significant 
challenges to their long-term feasibility One of 
the most significant of these is the high 
frequency of schema evolution resulting from 
both technological advances and scientific 
insight Failure to quickly incorporate these 
modifications will quickly render the walehouse 
obsolete, yet each evolution requires significant 
effort to ensure the changes are correctly 
propagated DataFoundry utilizes a mediated 
warehouse architecture with an ontology 
infrashucture to reduce the maintenance 
acquirements of a warehouse. Among “the1 
things, the ontology is used as an information 
source for automatically generating mediators, 
the methods that transfel data between the data 
sources and the warehouse The identification, 
definition and representation of the me&data 
requiled to perform this task is a primary 
contribution of this walk 

1 Introduction 
The DataFoundry research project at LLNL’s Centet for 
Applied Scientific Computing is investigating data 
warehousing in highly dynamic scientific environments 
By developing a walehouse within the rapidly evolving 
domain of genetics, we are able to evaluate the impact of 
design decisions in a realistic environment This 
warehouse is aimed at providing a uniform view of data 
obtained from sew al heterogeneous data sources, each 
containing distinct but related da@ from various genetics 
domains These data sources ale primarily large, 

community ~sources whose purpose is to distribute 
information to the research scientists Each of these 
sources contains both information for which it is the sole 
distributor, and information that can be used to associate it 
with data from other sources Thus, it is impossible to 
completely ignore a particular data source and still 
provide access to all of the data While the underlying 
data management systems vary from flat files to OODBs, 
interaction with the underlying data source is primarily 
through form based queries Although this wnehouse will 
greatly aid biologists by providing a single, consistent 
interface to this data, several significant obstacles must be 
overcome in order to ensure its long-term feasibility 

Primary among these challenges is teducing the 
impact of schema modifications on walehouse availability 
and reliability Based upon previous efforts, we anticipate 
one schema modification every 2-4 weeks once all of the 
desired sources have been integrated Depending on how 
extensive the change is, directly incorporating these 
modifications requires explicitly modifying some 
combination of the wrapper program, the transformation 
method, and the warehouse population method Since the 
warehouse will remain out of date, or worse inconsistent, 
until the mediato is able to correctly hanslate data from 
the new representation to the desired warehouse 
representation, this brute force approach results in an 
unacceptable amount of watebous~ down-time 

D&Foundry is based on a mediated data warehouse 
architecture, in conjunction with a carefully designed 
ontology infmstructure, to address this problem The 
mediated architecture provides a balance between data 
cached locally for performance, and data stored remotely 
Mediarms interact with data source wrappers to obtain the 
data contained within the source and transfer it to the 
walehouse while resolving semantic and syntactic 
conflicts The Da&Foundry ontology is a practical effort 
to automate mediatol genemtion, thus reducing the walk 
required to adapt to source schema changes 

This paper focuses on the use. of an ontology as a 
formal method to store and make use of the metadata 
required to perform automatic mediator generation A 
summxy of related efforts is presented next, followed hy 
a brief discussion of mediators and their roles in managing 
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schema change Section 4 presents the D&Foundry 
ontology and motivates the design decisions, while 
Section 5 outlines how it is used to generate the mediators 
We conclude with a discussion of possible future research 
directions 

2 Related Work 
There are w/o areas of ontology based research 

related to this work using ontologies to describe domain- 
specific knowledge, and using ontologies as an 
information resource for database integration EfflXtS 
such as Cyc [LG90], the Generalized Upper Model 
[BMR], the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) 
[COS] and Miller’s work on information capacity 
[MIR93J ale primarily concerned with accurately 
representing a particular subset of domain specific 
knowledge This work focuses on ensuring the semantics 
represented in the model accurately reflect the real world 
semantics of domain-specific concepts Other efforts such 
as the Information Manifold [KLS95, LRO96, FKL971, 
TSIMMIS [CMH94], and InfoSleuth [BBB97] utilix 
ontologies as an information repository used to guide 
program execution In these projects the semantics of the 
concepts reprcsentcd in the ontology, while important, are 
not the focus of the work Because this is similar to our 
approach, two of these projects, the Information Manifold 
and TSIMMIS, are discussed in slightly mox detail 

The Information Manifold uses a federated database 
architecture to provide a consistent view of data 
represented in a distributed heterogeneous environment 
The emphasis of the project is on correctly identifying the 
relevant set of data sources for a particular quay To this 
end, an ontology is used to represent information about 
the contents of each data source The available 
information includes both the type of information 
available from the data source, represented as a quay on 
the global schema, and the coverage of the source, 
represented as the likelihood that an arbitrary instance of 
the data set is present in the data source When given a 
query, the Infmmation Manifold uses this information to 
identify the relevant data sources, and ordot them based 
on the how likely they are to contain information required 
by the quay By querying the most relevant sources first, 
this approach makes effective use of limited ~esouces 

TSIMMIS takes a diffclent approach to integrating 
heterogeneous data sources, providing a multi-database 
interface instead of a fed-axed schema As a result, the 
end uscl must resolve the semantic and syntactic conflicts 
that alise between the data SOUKCS To help ease this 
burden, the table attributes are tagged with me&data 
describing the value’s semantics For example, a 
tempemturc field could be malked as “degrees 
Fahrenheit ” While this is a practical approach to 
accessing heterogeneous data sources, multi-databases 
place a heavy burden on the end-user, and are infeasible 
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when unless all users are familiar with the semantic 
differences between the underlying databases 

An important issue orthogonal to what information is 
contained within an ontology, is how that information is 
represented One of the major problems in the area of 
ontology research is the inability to transfer knowledge 
between different systems This arises not only because 
the systems represent different, possibly conflicting, 
aspects of a ptoblem domain, but also because the actual 
data representations are incompatible This is particularly 
significant problem in the domain of intelligtint agents, 
where knowledge sharing between heterogeneous systems 
is a critical requirement In an effort to help alleviate this 
problem, the Stanford Knowledge Systems Laboratory 
project, as part of the DARPA knowledge sharing effort, 
has developed Ontolingua [Gru92, FFR97], a language 
capable of translating between various ontology 
representations including the knowledge interchange 
format (KIF) [GSS94] and LOOM [Mac931 While not a 
complete. solution, this effort should reduce the effon 
required to exchange knowledge between existing 
knowledge bases 

As previously discussed, ontologies ae a common 
method of representing knowledge for interacting with 
heterogeneous data sources D&Foundry’s usage differs 
from these efforts in that it represents a different set of 
knowledge, the knowledge required to identify and 
resolve both syntactic and semantic conflicts between 
information stored in these sources The DataFoundry 
ontology is represented using Ontolingua because its 
ability to translate an ontology into several diffaent 
formats provides the greatest flexibility 

3 The Role of Mediators 
In a mediated warehouse architecture, mediators are 

used to obtain data from a source and transfer it to a 
wnrehouse This data is then used to either populate 
waxhouse tables or to dynamically answer a query, which 
is irrelevant fa purposes of this discussion Ideally, the 
mediator interacts with the data sauce through a wapper, 
which is capable of interpreting the data source and 
forwarding the required data to the mediato Depending 
on how the data source is represented (e g , relational 
database, flat files, etc ), the wrapper may simply be the 
default DBMS intcxface, or it may also he custom built 
Unfortunately, when the wtapper is custom built the 
distinction hetwcen the wrappa and mediator may 
become blutred Frequently in operational databases the 
wrapper, tlansfolmation, and population functionality are 
combined into a single program, as shown in Figure 1 (a) 
In this situation, whenever the source schema Lhanges, 
both the wrappcl and the ttansfolmation methods must be 
manually updated to reflect these modifications This can 
entail a significant effort due to the complexity of the 
resulting code 
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Figure 1: The Integration Process 

The Da&Foundry approach is shown in Figure 1 (h) 
In it, the wrapper is clearly separated from the mediator by 
a well-defined API The API utilizes a collection of 
classes and associated methods such as pu~osition to 
accept a raw version of the data from the wrapper The 
mediato then converts the data to the required walehouse 
representation before transferring it to the warehouse 
This API is critical to reducing the warehouse 
maintenance costs because it localizes the effect of 
schema modifications A second advantage of this 
approach is that the infollnation required to ctcate a 
mediator is clearly defined, and easily represented 
DataFoundly’s ontology describes the required metadata 
and defines the appropriate instances An ontology 
engine (OE) is used to automatically convert these 
definitions into C++ code representing the API and 
mediators The primary contribution of this paper is the 
identification, definition and description of the metadata 
requited to perfoolm this task 

4 The Ontology 
The Da&Foundry ontology represents four distinct 

concepts that arc required to generate the mediators 
abstractions of domain specific concepts (nbstmctiom), 
database desaiptions (dntobrrxs), mappings between a 
database and an abstraction (,nnppings), and 
transformation functions to resolve differences in 
representation (rrunrjornmtio~rs) Befulc exploring each 
of these in detail, we provide a high level desaiption of 
how they interact, outlined as pseudo-code in Figure 2 
All of the domain specitic concepts represented in the 
ontology are identified as obwactions, and the data 

warehouse and each data source are described as an 
instance of the appropriate databnw type (e g relntio~z- 
db) Databare table athibures are mapped to the 
appropriate abstraction chalncteristic att?ibtrtes through 
nrappingr When an abstraction defines multiple 
representations for the same chalacferistic attribute, 
rrarwfmnmtim functions are defined to convert between 
them 

It is important to emphasize that this ontology was 
defined to provide the metadata xquited to automatically 
generate mediators, and does not attempt to fully represent 
domain specific knowledge or knowledge about the data 
SOUlCeS As a result, our work compliments many 
ongoing ontology projects Whele applopriatc, we 
highlight how this leseatch can he incorporated into our 
design, although current plans do not call for such 
integration in the near future 

4.1 Abstractions 

Abstractions represent knowledge about the concepts 
contained within the data sauces being integrated They 
provide the extent of the domain-specific knowledge 
represented within the ontology, and thus available to the 
OE Each abstraction contains the aggregate of the 
information provided by the integrated data sources, 
including alternative representations of a particular 
attribute Figure 3 presents an example of the two 
components that combine to folm an abstraction the 
conceptual definition and its associated characteristics 

The abstraction definitions form a highly simplified 
ontology of domain specific concepts They identify the 
concepts of interest in the domain, and pzovide a primitive 
description of the interactions between than Because thir 
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class world-view, 

class database subclass-of world-view, 
class flat-file subclass-of database, 
class relational-db subclass-of database 

set of table, 

class abstraction subclass-of world-view 
1 set ofcharacteristics, 1 

class class subclass-of abstraction, 
class relation subclass-of abstraction, 

class mapping 
complex-attr 
complex-attr 

class transformation 
complex-attr {SOUPX) 

complex-am ttwFt1 I 
location (method] 

class characteristic 
abstraction 
string 
set of complex-attr 

class table 
string (name) I 
text (comment) 
set of simple-attr {attributes) 

class complex-am 
string (name) 
choice of 

(type 
cardinality 
comment) 

set of simple-attribute, 

class simple-attr 
stling (name) 
type 
catdinality 

I comment, 

class type, class primitive-type subclass-of type, class user-defined-type subclass-of type, 
class string subclass-of type, class vectot subclass-of type, 

Figure 2: Outline of Ontology Constructs 

representation does not include a significant amount of Once the domain specific concepts hwe been detined, 
domain knowledge, it easy to envision expanding it to the attributes of intelest need to be identified Instead of 
include additional information, such as mapping the simply listing all of the relevant attributes, DataFoundry 
conce”ts to the UMLS p~ou~s concetmudlv related attributes into characteristics -. . . 

.define-class atom Vatom) (define-instance gene-details (detailed-rep) 
“Atoms are the smallest elements we ate def (= gene-abs ‘(genomics 
:oncexned with They can be combined to ((atoms 
‘arm amino-acids and heterogens ” (id “Unique concept identifiers” 

axiom-def (subclass-of atom (warehouse-key aid)) 
genomics) (element “The atomic element represented by this atom” 

axiom-constraints (short-element (string 4))) 
(or (basic-chemical-clement ?el) (position “Tbc atoms position in 3-D space” 

(hcterogen ?cl))) (x float) (y float) (2 float)) 
(flexibility “How likely is the atom to move elsewhere” 
(temperature float)) 

(altanative_position “Altetnate locations for the atom” 
(alternatives 

((x float) (y float) (2 float) 
(temperature float) (probability float)) N))) 

AbstractionDefn Characteristics 

Figure 3: Abstractions 
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rdcfine-instance dw (relational-db) 
def (= dw ‘ 

((atom 
the atoms describe the actual position of each 
tom in the cut lent structure including het 
tams” 

((“self’ aid key) 
(“model-res” oid 

(res-in-model “self’)) 
(“x” float 1) 
(“y” float 1) 
(“2” float I ) 
(“temp” float 0) 
(“element” (stling 4) 1))) 

(alternative-position 
“since most atoms have a single location and an 

occupancy of 1 0, this table will be small relative to 
the atoms table This table defines the alternative 
positions of the associated atom, and the 
corresponding occupancies The occupancy of the 
original atom can be determined by subtracting the 
occupancies in this table from I 0” 

((“atom” oid (atoms “self’)) 
(“x” float 1) 
(“y” float I) 
(“2” float 1) 

(“temperature” float) 
(“occupancy” real 1) )) ) 

Figure 4: Database Descriptions 

For example, consider the atotns abstraction in Figure 3 
Its position characteristic has three attributes representing 
its 3-D position in Cartesian coordinates If an alternative 
representation (e g , polar coordinates) was used in one of 
the data sources, it would also be included in this 
characteristic The decision to use characteristics to group 
attributes is based on ow belief that this information may 
be useful if we investigate using the ontology to 
automatically define new abstmction-database mappings 

4.2 Databases 

As shown in Figure 4, a database description consists 
of language independent class definitions that closely 
minor the physical layout of a relational database, the 
table name is followed by a list of attributes Much of this 
information may he automatically obtained from the 
metadata associated with most commercial DBMSs 
Unfortunately, this information must be manually entered 
fur flat file dam sources because they rarely maintain this 
metadata in a computa usable footmat Since relational 
databases ale the most common data management system, 
the remainder of this paper uses relational terminology 
when discussing the representation It is important to 
remember, bowcver, that the underlying representation is 
general enough to handle other architectures including 
OODBs and flat file collections 

Figure 4 presents the two warehouse tahlcs that 
correspond to the umn~ abstraction described in Section 
1 I The attribute representation used by the ontology 
yeneratizcs traditional relational attributes in three 
important ways First, it is able to leplesent complex data 
types, as show by the lltO,Tl abstraction 
olrernntivcgusiriorr attribute Second, it contains arity 
information that defines it as lequilcd or optional and 
single or multi valued Finally, it provides a mechanism 

to detine an attribute as either a key of the table “1 a 
foreign key referencing another table 

The emphasis of the cunent research is on generating 
mediators to tlansfer data to the warehouse representation 
This focus requires we represent a different set of data 
than projects such as the Information Manifold which use 
source descriptions to identify the set of source.~ relevant 
to a particular query The D&Foundry representation 
could be expanded to include descriptions of the contents 
and importance of the data source if required However, 
because of the limited number of community data sources 
within the genome domain it is unlikely that this level of 
detail will be needed while we focus on this domain 

4.3 Mappings 

Mappings zue used to identify the conespondence 
between database and abstraction attributes Because an 
abstraction contains aggregate information about a 
concept, including all alternative representations used by 
the data sources, thete is always a direct mapping between 
database attributes and attributes of the corresponding 
abstraction Thus the basic mapping representation is a 
list of (construct, attribute) pails that define this 
correspondence 

To simplify mediator generation, these basic 
mappings BLD grouped by target construct attributes Thus 
a mapping is defined both from the source to the 
abstraction and from the abstraction to the source 
Because of representational differences between the 
databases and the abstractions, B mapping may requhe 
data from multiple classes (i e, a join) Figure 5 
demonstrates how information associated with the nmoln 
abstraction is obtained from the warehouse ~~ONIY, 
res_in_tnodel and nltenlnlive~osifions tables, and how 
the residue and afouz abstractions combine to describe the 
umns table To improve leadability and reduce data- 
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((genomics atom) 
(dw atoms residue-in-model alternative-positions) 
((atom “watehousc-key”) (atoms “self’)) 
((atom “short-name”) (atoms “element”)) 
((atom “x”) (atoms “x”)) 
((atom “y”) (atoms “y”)) 
((atom “2”) (atoms “2”)) 
((atom “tcmpelature”) (atoms “tempelaturc”)) 
((atom “alternatives”) 

(altemativc~positions W 
“Y” 
“? 
“temperatute” 
“occupancy”)))) 

((dw atoms) 
(genomics residue atom) 
((atoms “self”) 

(atom “wa~ehouse~kcy”)) 
((atoms model-res) 

(residue “model_rcsiduc_key”)) 
((atoms “temperature”) 

(atom “temperature”)) 
((atoms “element”) 

(atom “short-element”)) 
((atoms “x”) (atom “x”)) 
((atoms “y”) (atom “y”)) 
((atoms “2”) (atom “2”))) 

To Abstraction To Warehouse 

Figure 5: Mappings 

entry, a shalt-hand version of the (construct, attribute) 
folmat is used when mapping from a single construct to a 
complex attribute This notation is shown in the mapping 
from the nlternnth,e_poritions table to the alternatives 
attribute 

4.4 Transformations 

Ttansfmmations identify methods that convctt 
between different representations of the same 
chalactcristic These methods arc important in a 
hetaogcneous environment where data representations 
vary widely because the source and warehouse 
representatmns arc likely to be different By including the 
names and locations of these functions in the ontology, the 

r 

define-instance gene-transforms 
(abstraction-enhancement) 

def (= genomc-transformations 
‘(“/DF/ontologyllib/genome lib” 

(amino-acid 
(translation-methods 

(fullto_onc-char) 
(full_to-thtee-char) 
(oneecharto-full) 
(three-chat-to-full)) 

(class-methods 
(three-char_to-one-char (three-char (string 3)) (one-chal character)) 

(class-data 
((namc_conversion_tahlc 

((one-char chalacter) 
(threc_chat (string 3)) 
(full-name (string 40))) 7.8) 

(( {“A”, “ALA”, “Alanine”), (“R”, “ARG”, “Algininc”], ) )))) 

Figure 6: Transformations 

OE is able to use them to resolve representational 
differences between the data source. and warehouse 
automatically The OE must be able to identify the 
attributes affected by each of the methods in order to 
identify the appropriate set of transformations to apply 
The obvious approach is to explicitly associate the 
attributes with the method, however, to reduce complexity 
and implove readability, we have chosen to use naming 
conventions instead This greatly simplifies both the data 
cnt~y and the mediator generation task by remwing 
parameters from the method call while ensuring the source 
and taTget attributes remain easily identifiable 

As shown in Figure 6, the ontology also allows the 
uses to define additional methods and data structures The 
format used to lcprcscnt these extensions is 
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:___._...___.___.___-..------....-~---.----......-.---.-.-----..-- 

Mediator ,__._________.._____-.-.-..-~------.------~--..---, 

Figure 7: The Ontology and Mediator 

straightforward The methods arc defined by their 
signature, while the data structures contain the associated 
name, attribute list and an initial value While these 
extensions arc not used by the OE, they plovidc additional 
flexibility to the transformation method For example, a 
chain may define sevctal formats for a characteristic 
representing sequer~e of amino acids The ability to call 
omino_acid methods, such as three_char_to_one_rhnr,  
without needing to create instance of the class greatly 
simplifies writing this function 

5 Generating the Mediator 
Figure I outlines how the information expressed in 

the ontology rclatcs to the various components of the 
mediatol The entire interface and the majority of code 
will be automatically gcncratcd from the ontology using 
the OE - these components ale shown with a solid frame 
The mediator functionality is decomposed into two 
components the translation library and the mediator class 
The API availahlc to the parser is a combination of the 
individual APIs The translation library is a C++ library 
containing a set of classes axresponding to, and 
automatically derived from, the abstractions, of course, 
the tlansfolmation methods must be explicitly cnteled 

The mediator uses the abstraction classes and mapping 
ontology to perform the transformation from the input 
data format, obtained from the parser, to the warehouse 
rcplescntation, as desaibcd by the ontology While 
convclting data to the target leprescntation may require 
multiple steps (based on the methods available) the 
naming convention makes this a relatively straightforward 
search process Once the data transformation has been 
pe~formcd, the SQL interface is used to load the data into 
the warehouse 

Incorporating a new data source requites the DBA to 
describe the data source, map the source attributes to 
collesponding abstmction attributes, ensure that all 
apphcable transformation methods arc dcfincd, and create 
the parser The OE then crc&s the new mediator class, 
and expands the data class API if nccdcd Once a 
datahasc has been intcgratcd, adapting to minor source 
schema changes often requires only modifying the 
wrapper to read the new format Significant changes in 
the data replescntation may rcquile the ontology to be 
modified and a new mediator created 
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6 Conclusion 
In a dynamic scientific environment, maintaining the 

consistency and availability of a data warehouse requires 
quickly adapting to changes in the source schemata 
Effectively reducing the impact of schema changes 
requires addressing this issue at all levels of the 
architecture Our extensive use of an ontology 
infrastructure is expected to dramatically reduce the effort 
required to generate mediators, ovacoming a significant 
obstacle Once the OE is completed and fully tested, we 
intend to investigate additional uses for the ontology 
Possible future directions include creating an ontology 
interface to the warehouse and integrated data sources, 
possibly incorporating existing research such as [LR097], 
and using the ontology as a collection of hints to automate 
mapping definition when integrating new data sources, 
similar to the hints used in [Cri97] 
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